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Abstract: The graph drawing and information visualization communities have developed many sophisticated tech-

niques for visualizing network data, often involving complicated algorithms that are difficult for the uninitiated to

learn. This article is intended for beginners who are interested in programming their own network visualizations, or

for those curious about some of the basic mechanics of graph visualization. Four easy-to-program network layout

techniques are discussed, with details given for implementing each one: force-directed node-link diagrams, arc

diagrams, adjacency matrices, and circular layouts. A Java applet demonstrating these layouts, with open source

code, is available at http://www.michaelmcguffin.com/research/simpleNetVis/. The end of this article also briefly

surveys research topics in graph visualization, pointing readers to references for further reading.
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Introduction

Networks are increasingly encountered in numer-

ous fields of study. A wide variety of situations

can be modelled using networks (i.e., graphs), and

many data sets are most naturally interpreted and de-

picted as networks. Comprehensive surveys of tech-

niques for network visualization are available[1, 2], and

an entire discipline called graph drawing has ma-

tured, with its own annual conference and associated

surveys[3, 4]. Several feature-rich software packages

for network visualization are freely available, including

Tulip [5, 6] (http://www.tulip-software.org/), Graphviz

(http://www.graphviz.org/), Gephi (http://gephi.org/),

Pajek [7] (http://pajek.imfm.si/), and Cytoscape [8]

(http://www.cytoscape.org/).

Despite the availability of such software, researchers,

students, and others who are competent at programming
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may wish to implement their own network visualiza-

tions. This may be to implement a visualization on a

new computing platform, or to integrate a visualization

within a larger software application. It may also be to

learn the details of network visualizations, possibly as

the first step of a research project. Finally, certain visu-

alization techniques, such as adjacency matrix visual-

ization, are poorly supported by existing packages, but

may be implemented from the ground up in new soft-

ware.

For those wishing to implement their own visualiza-

tions, the breadth of existing surveys of techniques[1–4],

covering hundreds of references, may be daunting. Fur-

thermore, most graph drawing algorithms that compute

the positions of nodes in a visualization are non-trivial

to implement, and some require that multiple papers be

studied before the details of a single algorithm are un-

derstood.

Fortunately, there are some basic network visualiza-

tion algorithms that are easy to understand and imple-

ment. This article discusses such algorithms, and gives

sufficient detail for a competent programmer to imple-

ment them. Contrary to current textbooks on visual-

ization, this article presents a synthesis of matrix and
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non-matrix approaches for visualizing networks, show-

ing how they can be combined, and how an ordering al-

gorithm (the barycenter heuristic) can be used for both.

After presenting simple algorithms for computing

different graph layouts, Section 6 presents simple met-

rics for network analysis. Finally, Section 7 surveys re-

search topics in graph visualization with references to

examples in the literature, to serve as launching points

for researchers and students.

1 Force-Directed Layout of Node-Link Dia-

grams

Fig. 1 Force-directed node-link diagrams of a 43-node, 80-

edge network. Top: a low spring constant makes the edges

more flexible. Bottom: a high spring constant makes them

more stiff.

We use the term network as a synonym for graph, which

can be defined as an ordered pair (N,E) of a set N of

nodes and a set E of edges. In an undirected graph,

each edge is an unordered pair of nodes, i.e., E ⊆
{{x,y}|x,y ∈ N}. Two nodes n1,n2 ∈ N are adjacent if

and only if there exists an edge {n1,n2} ∈ E, in which

case n1 and n2 are neighbors. The degree of a node is

the number of neighbors it has. In a directed graph,

each edge is an ordered pair, i.e., E ⊆ {(x,y)|x,y ∈ N},

and the edge (x,y) is distinct from the edge (y,x). We

will be concerned primarily with undirected graphs.

The most common graphical representation of a net-

work is a node-link diagram, where each node is shown

as a point, circle, polygon, or some other small graph-

ical object, and each edge is shown as a line segment

or curve connecting two nodes. Many sophisticated al-

gorithms exist for computing the positions of nodes and

edges in such diagrams, such as the Sugiyama-Tagawa-

Toda algorithm [9], which positions nodes on the levels

of a hierarchical layout. We will instead consider a class

of algorithms based on force-directed layout [10, 11] for

positioning the nodes. We imagine the nodes as physi-

cal particles that are initialized with random positions,

but are gradually displaced under the effect of various

forces, until they arrive at a final position. The forces

are defined by the chosen algorithm, and typically seek

to position adjacent nodes near each other, but not too

near.

Specifically, imagine that we simulate two forces:

a repulsive force between all pairs of nodes, and a

spring force between all pairs of adjacent nodes. Let

d be the current distance between two nodes, and de-

fine the repulsive force between them to be Fr = Kr/d2

(a definition inspired by inverse-square laws such as

Coulomb’s law), where Kr is some constant. If the

nodes are adjacent, let the spring force between them be

Fs = Ks(d −L) (inspired by Hooke’s law), where Ks is

the spring constant and L is the rest length of the spring

(i.e., the length “preferred” by the edge, ignoring the

repulsive force).

To implement this force-directed layout, assume that

the nodes are stored in an array nodes[], where each

element of the array contains a position x, y and the net

force force_x, force_y acting on the node. The

forces are simulated in a loop that computes the net

forces at each time step and updates the positions of

the nodes, hopefully until the layout converges to some

usefully distributed positions. Fig. 1 shows the results

of many iterations of such a loop. The inner body of the

simulation loop could be implemented like this:

1 L = ... // spring rest length

2 K_r = ... // repulsive force constant

3 K_s = ... // spring constant

4 delta_t = ... // time step

5

6 N = nodes.length

7

8 // initialize net forces

9 for i = 0 to N-1

10 nodes[i].force_x = 0

11 nodes[i].force_y = 0

12

13 // repulsion between all pairs
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14 for i1 = 0 to N-2

15 node1 = nodes[i1]

16 for i2 = i1+1 to N-1

17 node2 = nodes[i2]

18 dx = node2.x - node1.x

19 dy = node2.y - node1.y

20 if dx != 0 or dy != 0

21 distanceSquared = dx*dx + dy*dy

22 distance = sqrt( distanceSquared )

23 force = K_r / distanceSquared

24 fx = force * dx / distance

25 fy = force * dy / distance

26 node1.force_x = node1.force_x - fx

27 node1.force_y = node1.force_y - fy

28 node2.force_x = node2.force_x + fx

29 node2.force_y = node2.force_y + fy

30

31 // spring force between adjacent pairs

32 for i1 = 0 to N-1

33 node1 = nodes[i1]

34 for j = 0 to node1.neighbors.length-1

35 i2 = node1.neighbors[j]

36 node2 = nodes[i2]

37 if i1 < i2

38 dx = node2.x - node1.x

39 dy = node2.y - node1.y

40 if dx != 0 or dy != 0

41 distance = sqrt( dx*dx + dy*dy )

42 force = K_s * ( distance - L )

43 fx = force * dx / distance

44 fy = force * dy / distance

45 node1.force_x = node1.force_x + fx

46 node1.force_y = node1.force_y + fy

47 node2.force_x = node2.force_x - fx

48 node2.force_y = node2.force_y - fy

49

50 // update positions

51 for i = 0 to N-1

52 node = nodes[i]

53 dx = delta_t * node.force_x

54 dy = delta_t * node.force_y

55 displacementSquared = dx*dx + dy*dy

56 if ( displacementSquared

> MAX_DISPLACEMENT_SQUARED )

57 s = sqrt( MAX_DISPLACEMENT_SQUARED

/ displacementSquared )

58 dx = dx * s

59 dy = dy * s

60 node.x = node.x + dx

61 node.y = node.y + dy

Lines 8 through 61 would be inside a loop that repeats

hundreds or thousands of times, causing the nodes to

move toward their final positions.

In the repulsive computation step (lines 13-29), we

need to visit every pair of nodes once. Note, however,

that the pair of nodes corresponding to i1=3, i2=7

would be the same as that corresponding to i1=7,

i2=3. Hence, to avoid visiting the same pairs twice,

line 16 begins iterating at i2=i1+1 rather than i2=0,

to ensure i1 < i2.

Similarly, in the spring force step (lines 31-48), we

avoid visiting the same adjacent pairs twice with line

37.

The computation of the repulsive and spring forces

is inspired by physical forces (Coulomb’s law and

Hooke’s law). However, for simplicity we do not store

a velocity for each node, and the forces serve only to

update the positions of nodes (lines 50-61) in a quasi-

physical manner, without acceleration.

If the time step delta_t (used at lines 53, 54) is too

small, many iterations will be needed to converge. On

the other hand, if the time step is too large, or if the net

forces generated are too large, the positions of nodes

may oscillate and never converge. Line 56 imposes a

limit on such movement. As a minor optimization, line

56 compares squares (i.e., displacementSquared

> MAX_DISPLACEMENT_SQUARED rather than

displacement > MAX_DISPLACEMENT), to avoid

the cost of computing a square root (unless the if

succeeds).

A minor improvement to the above pseudocode

would be to detect if the distance between two nodes

is zero (by adding an else clause to the if statement

at line 20), and in that case to generate a small force

between the two nodes in some random direction, to

push them apart. Without this, if the two nodes happen

to have the same neighbors, they may remain forever

“stuck” to each other.

A user might interact with a force-directed layout by

selecting and moving nodes with their mouse, or by us-

ing sliders to interactively adjust the values of L, K_r,

K_s, or delta_t. It is not necessarily useful, how-

ever, to allow the user to adjust K_r and K_s indepen-

dently. There are infinitely many pairs of (Kr, Ks) val-

ues that cause the layout to converge to the same final

“shape” (i.e., the same angles between edges, differing

only in edge lengths). A simpler user interface would

allow the user to change a single parameter correspond-

ing to a kind of ratio of the strength of the two forces.

Taking Kr/Ks as this ratio is not ideal, however, because

such a ratio is not dimensionless, and the final shape of

the layout will depend on both Kr/Ks and L.

Fortunately, we can rewrite the force equations as

Fr = Kr/d2 = K′
r/(d/L)2, and Fs = Ks(d−L) = K′

s(d−
L)/L, yielding the constants K′

r and K′
s both in force

units. Then, the ratio R = K′
r/K′

s = Kr/(KsL
3) is dimen-

sionless, and can be controlled by the user with a single

slider as a way of controlling the final shape of the lay-

out. This final shape will depend only on R and be inde-

pendent of L, which can also be controlled by the user to

change the scale of the layout. So, given any values for
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R (chosen by the user), L (possibly also chosen by the

user), and Kr (having some hardcoded value), the soft-

ware could compute Ks = Kr/(RL3) and simulate the

forces using the updated constants to converge to a new

layout. Fig. 1, top and bottom, show the result of a high

and low R value, respectively. (For concreteness, Fig. 1,

top, was produced with L = 50, K_r = 6250, K_s = 1,

delta_t = 0.04, R = 0.05.)

Many variations on the forces used in the layout are

possible. For example, rather than an inverse-square re-

pulsion Fr = Kr/d2, we could define Fr = Kr/dp with a

variable exponent p. It could also be interesting to ex-

periment with a tangential force that pushes apart the

neighbors of each node n, to distribute them evenly

around n (compare this idea to [12]). As another ex-

ample, Noack[13] proposes a model depending on the

degree of the nodes: nodes with high degree repel other

nodes more strongly, helping to spread apart clusters of

nodes.

In the pseudocode above, the computation of repul-

sive forces is a bottleneck, since it requires O(N2) time,

where N is the number of nodes. This bottleneck can

be eliminated by various means. For example, we

could eliminate the repulsive force, and instead simu-

late springs of length L between all adjacent nodes, as

well as springs of length 2L between all nodes that are

two edges apart, and possibly springs of length 3L be-

tween nodes that are three edges apart, etc., up to some

limit. (This is closely related to the approach of Ka-

mada and Kawai[14] and Gansner et al.[15].) The extra

springs would help to spread apart the network, as did

the original repulsive forces. As long as the number of

edges is not too high, and there aren’t too many springs,

the computation time may be much less than O(N2).

Also, in the above pseudocode, it is unclear how to

choose the best value for delta_t. The GEM[16] al-

gorithm speeds up convergence by decreasing a “tem-

perature” parameter as the layout progresses, allowing

nodes to move larger distances earlier in the process,

and then constraining their movements progressively to-

ward the end.

Fig. 2 shows a force-directed layout generated for a

relatively small random graph. As can be seen, the mul-

tiple crossings of edges can make it unclear when cer-

tain edges pass close to a node or are connected to a

node. Also, in such layouts where the nodes are rather

closely packed, there isn’t much room left to display

labels or other information associated with each node.

The following sections present alternative ways of de-

Fig. 2 Force-directed node-link diagram of a random 50-

node, 200-edge graph.

picting networks that address these problems.

2 Arc Diagrams and Barycenter Ordering

It is sometimes useful to layout the nodes of a network

along a straight line, in what might be called lineariza-

tion. With such a layout, edges can be drawn as circular

arcs (Figure 3), yielding an arc diagram. This layout

leaves much room to the right of the nodes, useful for

long labels or other information to show for each node.

The nodes may also be sorted in different ways.

Arc diagrams were independently discovered and

proposed by Wattenberg [17] as a way of visual-

izing repeating substrings within a string of data,

such as repeating phrases within a piece of music

(http://www.bewitched.com/song.html). However, as

with several other visualization techniques, an earlier

example can be found in a single figure of Bertin’s work
[18], that shows a network with nodes on a linear layout

and edges drawn as 180-degree arcs. (Interestingly, in

Wattenberg’s work, the thickness of arcs is varied, to

show the length of substrings.)

It is important that the arcs in the diagram all cover

the same angle, such as 180 degrees. This way, an arc

between nodes n1 and n2 will extend outward by a dis-

tance proportional to the distance between n1 and n2,
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Fig. 3 Arc diagrams of a 43-node, 80-edge network. Left:

with a random ordering and 180-degree arcs. Middle: after

applying the barycenter heuristic to order the nodes. Right:

after changing the angles of the arcs to 100 degrees.

making it easier to disambiguate the arcs. However, it

is not necessary that the arcs cover a 180 degree angle.

Figure 3, right, shows an arc diagram where all arcs

cover 100 degrees.

To program a subroutine that draws an arc covering

angle θ connecting points A = (x,y1) and B = (x,y2),

we need to find the center C of the arc. Figure 4 shows

a right triangle connecting A, C, and the midpoint be-

tween A and B. The length of one side of the triangle is

d = |y1 − y2|/2, and we also have tanθ/2 = d/e, hence

C = (x+ e,(y1 + y2)/2) where e = d/(tanθ/2).

Fig. 4 An arc covering angle θ , with center C.

The nodes within an arc diagram might be sorted in

various ways. For example, if each node has an asso-

ciated label, and represents an object with a size, time-

stamp, or other attribute, the nodes in the arc diagram

might be sorted alphabetically, or by size, time, etc.,

helping the user to analyze the network. Furthermore,

every node has a degree, as well as additional metrics

that can be computed (later we discuss how to compute

the clustering coefficient and coreness of each node),

and any of these might be used to sort the nodes within

the linear ordering of an arc diagram.

We might also order the nodes to reduce the length

of the arcs, making the topology of the network eas-

ier to understand. There are many algorithms for com-

puting such an ordering (see Liiv [19] and section 4.2

of Henry [20]), however, we will discuss an easy-to-

program technique called the barycenter heuristic [9, 21].

The barycenter heuristic is an iterative technique where

we compute the average position (or “barycenter”) of

the neighbors of each node, and then sort the nodes by

this average position, and then repeat. Intuitively, this

should move nodes closer to their neighbors, making

the arcs shorter.

To implement a reordering algorithm, one approach

might be to reorder the elements of the nodes[] ar-

ray used in the previous section. However, this may

not be convenient because the edges from nodes to

their neighbors are typically stored as pointers, refer-

ences, or indices (in the previous section, indices within

nodes[].neighbors[]), and these would need to

be updated if the nodes are relocated in memory. Fur-

thermore, if each element of the nodes[] array con-

tains additional data (like a name, color, or other meta-

data for the node), then reordering the array might in-

volve moving a lot of data around the memory.

Instead, we will assume that the nodes[] array

is fixed, and use a second data structure to store

the current ordering of nodes to use for the arc di-

agram. Let this second data structure be an array

orderedNodes[], having one element for each

node. We will use the term index to refer to a node’s

fixed location within nodes[], and position to refer to

the node’s current location within orderedNodes[].

Each element of orderedNodes[] will store

an index and an average. For example,

if orderedNodes[3].index == 7, then

orderedNodes[3] corresponds to nodes[7],

and nodes[7] is to be displayed at position 3 in

the arc diagram. To find the index corresponding to

a given position, we can simply perform a look-up in

orderedNodes[]. To perform an inverse look-up,

we define a function that computes the position p of a

node given its index i:
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function positionOfNode( i )

for p = 0 to N-1

if orderedNodes[p].index == i

return p

Note that this function performs a linear-time search.

A slightly more complicated, but much faster, imple-

mentation would cache the positions within the ele-

ments of nodes[] and lazily update them:

function positionOfNode( i )

if orderedNodes[ nodes[i].position ].index != i

// The cached position is not valid.

// Update ALL the cached positions

// so they will be valid next time.

for p = 0 to N-1

nodes[ orderedNodes[p].index ].position = p

return nodes[i].position

Given either implementation above of

positionOfNode(), we can implement the

inner body of the barycenter heuristic like this:

1 // compute average position of neighbors

2 for i1 = 0 to N-1

3 node1 = nodes[i1]

4 p1 = positionOfNode(i1)

5 sum = p1

6 for j = 0 to node1.neighbors.length-1

7 i2 = node1.neighbors[j]

8 node2 = nodes[i2]

9 p2 = positionOfNode(i2)

10 sum = sum + p2

11 orderedNodes[p1].average = sum

/ ( node1.neighbors.length + 1 )

12

13 // sort the array according to the values of average

14 sort( orderedNodes, comparator )

Lines 1 through 14 would be inside a loop that it-

erates several times, hopefully until convergence to a

near-optimal ordering. Figure 3, middle, shows an arc

diagram after several iterations of the barycenter heuris-

tic to improve the ordering of nodes, thereby reducing

the length of arcs with respect to Figure 3, left.

In practice, rather than converging, the algorithm

sometimes enters a cycle. Thus, a limit on the num-

ber of iterations should be imposed, stopping the loop

if the limit is reached (one rule of thumb is to limit the

number of iterations to kN, where N is the number of

nodes and k is a small positive constant). Simple ways

to improve the algorithm would be to (1) detect if it has

converged to an ordering that does not change with ad-

ditional iterations, and in such a case stop the loop; (2)

detect cycles, and similarly stop the loop.

Line 14 of the pseudocode sorts the contents of

orderedNodes[] according to a comparator

defined by the calling code. Typical program-

ming environments provide an efficient O(N logN)

implementation of sort (such as qsort in C, or

Arrays.sort() in Java) that uses a client-defined

comparator to determine which of a pair of array el-

ements should appear before the other. In our case,

our comparator should of course compare the values

of average for any two given elements to determine

their order.

The linear arrangement of nodes in an arc diagram

has many advantages. As already mentioned, there is

room to the right of each node for a long text label, if

desired. The space to the right of nodes can also be used

to display small graphics, such as line charts for each

node, possibly to show a quantity associated with the

node that evolves with time. TimeArcTrees [22] show

changes in a graph over time by drawing multiple arc

diagrams, each one at a different time, with the time axis

progressing perpendicular to the layout axis of each arc

diagram. Arc diagrams can also be incorporated as an

axis within a larger graphic or visualization, as in [23].

Also, as mentioned, the nodes within an arc diagram

can be sorted in different ways, which can be useful

for seeing relationships between nodes with specific at-

tribute values.

Despite the advantages of arc diagrams, and the room

available to draw labels beside nodes, if there are too

many edges that cross each other, it becomes difficult to

read the edges. The next section presents an alternative

visualization technique that eliminates edge crossings.

3 Adjacency Matrix Representations

An adjacency matrix (Figure 5, top) contains one row

and one column for each node of a network. Given

two nodes i and j, the cells located at (i, j) and ( j, i)

in the matrix contain information about the edge(s) be-

tween the two nodes. Typically, each cell contains a

boolean value indicating if an edge exists between the

two nodes. (In the figures in this article, a true boolean

value is shown as a black, filled-in cell.) If the graph

is undirected, the matrix is symmetric, i.e., the two cells

(i, j) and ( j, i) correspond to the same edge. If the graph

is directed, however, the matrix is not symmetric.

Visualizing a network as a matrix has the advantage

of eliminating all edge crossings, since the edges cor-

respond to non-overlapping cells. However, in such a

visualization, the ordering of rows and columns greatly

influences how easy it is to interpret the matrix. Fig-

ure 5, top, has a random ordering, whereas Figure 5,

bottom, has had its rows and columns ordered according
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Fig. 5 Adjacency matrix visualizations of a 43-node, 80-

edge network. Top: with a random ordering of rows and

columns. Bottom: after barycenter ordering and adding arc

diagrams. The multiple arc diagrams are redundant, but re-

duce the distance of eye movements from the inside of the

matrix to the nearest arcs.

to the same barycenter heuristic presented in the previ-

ous section. Interestingly, by bringing nodes “closer”

to their neighbors with the barycenter heuristic, this

pushes the edges (filled-in matrix cells) closer to the di-

agonal of the matrix, making certain patterns appear in

the positions of the cells.

Certain subgraphs (subsets of nodes and edges in

the graph) correspond to easy-to-recognize patterns in

the adjacency matrix, given an appropriate ordering of

rows and columns. Figure 6 shows that cliques (sub-

graphs with all possible edges connecting the nodes)

correspond to square “blocks” of filled-in cells along

the matrix diagonal (with only the cells on the diag-

onal not filled in, since edges do not connect a node

to itself). Furthermore, each biclique (pair of subsets

of nodes with edges connecting each node in one sub-

set with each node in the other subset) corresponds to

two filled-in rectangular blocks of cells, and each clus-

ter (subset of nodes interconnected by many edges) is

recognizable as a set of filled cells along the matrix di-

agonal. Finally, the degree of a node is shown by the

number of filled cells within the column or row corre-

sponding to the node, as shown in Figure 5 where the

degree of the highlighted node “26” is 5.

Note that the ordering in Figure 5, bottom, was gener-

ated with the barycenter heuristic, whereas that in Fig-

ure 6 was chosen manually, to make all the desired pat-

terns visible. The visibility of patterns is very sensitive

to ordering, and the barycenter heuristic does not neces-

sarily make all such patterns visible. Worse, there may

occur cases where no single ordering makes all the pat-

terns in a network visible at the same time.

Despite these problems, Ghoniem et al. [24] demon-

strated experimentally that adjacency matrices allow

certain graph analysis tasks to be performed better than

with node-link diagrams. However, they also found

that tasks related to finding paths between nodes were

more difficult with adjacency matrices. Subsequently,

Henry and Fekete [25] and Shen and Ma [26] proposed

visual ways to make paths within a matrix easier to

see. Figure 5, bottom, and Figure 7, show Henry and

Fekete’s approach, called MatLink: the matrix is aug-

mented with arc diagrams drawn along the edges of the

matrix.

Henry and Fekete’s MatLink visualization also al-

lows users to select a node, and then roll their cursor

over other nodes, causing the shortest path between the

two nodes to be highlighted in response.

Like arc diagrams, adjacency matrices can have infor-
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Fig. 6 Patterns corresponding to interesting subgraphs appear along the diagonal of an appropriately ordered adjacency ma-

trix.

Fig. 7 MatLink visualization of a random 50-node, 200-

edge graph, after barycenter ordering.

mation (such as labels) drawn beside each row or col-

umn. Matrices have the added advantage of also being

able to display information related to each edge within

the cells of the matrix. For example, if the edges are

weighted, this weight can be shown in the color of the

cell. Cells can also contain small graphics or glyphs, as

in Brandes and Nick’s “gestaltmatrix” [27] where each

cell contains a glyph showing the evolution of the edge

over time.

An important disadvantage of using adjacency matri-

ces, however, is that the space they require is O(N2)

where N is the number of nodes, as pointed out by

Henry and Fekete [25]. We next present a technique that

allows the labels of nodes to be drawn larger than with

arc diagrams or adjacency matrices, when constrained

to a window of the same size.

4 Circular Layouts

Figures 8 and 9 depict networks by positioning nodes

on the circumference of a circle. As illustrated in Fig-

ure 8, drawing edges as curves rather than straight lines

increases the readability of the drawings. Once again,

the order chosen for the nodes greatly influences how

clear the visualization is. The barycenter heuristic can

again be applied to this layout, with a slight modifica-

tion to account for the “wrap around” of the circular

layout.

Let C be the center of the circular layout. To draw

a curved arc between points A and B on the circumfer-

ence, we draw a circular arc that is tangent to the lines
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Fig. 8 Circular layouts of a 43-node, 80-edge network, be-

fore (top, and bottom left) and after (middle, and bottom

right) barycenter ordering, with curved (top, and middle)

and straight (bottom) edges.

Fig. 9 Circular layout of a random 50-node, 200-edge

graph, after barycenter ordering.

AC and BC (Figure 10). The center C′ of the arc can be

found by finding the intersection between a line through

A that is perpendicular to AC, and a line through B that

is perpendicular to BC.

Fig. 10 A and B are two nodes connected by the arc drawn

in bold. AC and AC′ are perpendicular, as are BC and BC′.

To correctly adapt the barycenter heuristic to this lay-

out, consider how to compute the “average position” of

the neighbors of a node. As an example, if one neigh-

bor is positioned at an angle of 10 degrees, and an-

other is at an angle of 350 degrees, simply taking the

numerical average yields (10+ 350)/2 = 180 degrees,

whereas the intuitively correct barycenter is at 0 degrees

(or, equivalently, 360 degrees). So, to correctly compute

the barycenter, we do not compute averages of angles.

Instead, we convert each node to a unit vector in the ap-

propriate direction, add these unit vectors together, and

find the angle of the vector sum. Define the function
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angle(p) = p*2*pi/N giving the angle of a node

at position p. Then, the pseudocode for the barycenter

heuristic becomes

1 // compute average position of neighbors

2 for i1 = 0 to N-1

3 node1 = nodes[i1]

4 p1 = positionOfNode(i1)

5* sum_x = cos(angle(p1))

6* sum_y = sin(angle(p1))

7 for j = 0 to node1.neighbors.length-1

8 i2 = node1.neighbors[j]

9 node2 = nodes[i2]

10 p2 = positionOfNode(i2)

11* sum_x = sum_x + cos(angle(p2))

12* sum_y = sum_y + sin(angle(p2))

13* orderedNodes[p1].average

14* = angleOfVector(sum_x,sum_y)

15

16 // sort the array according to the values of average

17 sort( orderedNodes, comparator )

The above pseudocode is very similar to the pseu-

docode given earlier for the barycenter heuristic. The

only differences appear at lines 5-6 and 11-14, marked

with stars after their line numbers. Line 14 calls a func-

tion angleOfVector() which simply computes the

angle of a vector relative to the positive x axis, and can

be implemented as:

function angleOfVector( x, y )

hypotenuse = sqrt( x*x + y*y )

theta = arcsin( y / hypotenuse )

if x < 0

theta = pi - theta

// Now theta is in [-pi/2,3*pi/2]

if theta < 0

theta = theta + 2*pi

// Now theta is in [0,2*pi]

return theta

Many improvements to the basic circular layout are

proposed by Gansner and Koren [28]. In addition, Circos
[29] (http://circos.ca) is another visualization technique

that uses a circular layout and curved arcs, though not

specifically for visualizing network data.

5 Comparison of Layout Techniques

The following table contrasts the layout techniques ac-

cording to several criteria:
node-link circular arc adjacency

diagram layout diagram matrix MatLink

Height of each node’s label O(1/
√

N) O(π/N) O(1/N) O(k1/N) O(k2/N)

(best) (worst)

Easy to perceive paths yes somewhat somewhat no somewhat

Avoids edge crossings no no no yes yes

Avoids ambiguity from edges no yes yes yes yes

passing close to nodes

Can depict an ordering of nodes no yes yes yes yes

Can depict information somewhat somewhat somewhat yes yes

about each edge

Node labels all have the same yes no yes yes yes

orientation, for easier reading

The first row of the table quantifies the space effi-

ciency of each layout. This is done by assuming that

each layout is confined to fill the same 1×1 square,

and by calculating the height of the labels on the nodes

as a function of the number N of nodes. For exam-

ple, in a node-link diagram, if we assume the nodes

are distributed uniformly, then each node should be

surrounded by an area of roughly (1/
√

N)× (1/
√

N)

within which a label can be displayed without over-

lapping neighboring nodes (although such labels will,

generally, overlap edges). The height of such a label,

therefore, will be proportional to 1/
√

N. The height of

the labels in the other layouts is always O(1/N), but

with different hidden constants. In particular, in an ad-

jacency matrix, the hidden constant is k1 < 1 because

margins must be reserved for the row and column la-

bels; and with MatLink, the hidden constant is k2 < k1

since even larger margins must be reserved to display

the arcs. Thus, the columns of the above table are or-

dered left-to-right, from best to worst space efficiency

in terms of label height.

To explain the second to last row in the above table,

we point out that information such as edge type or edge

weight can be depicted in node-link diagrams and other

non-matrix layouts by varying the color, thickness, or

opacity of edges. However, this has a limited ability to

convey information. Matrix-based layouts, on the other

hand, can display richer information (such as a glyph)

for each edge, because an entire cell is available for each

edge.

Designers may thus choose a layout from the above

table based on whatever criteria are most important to

them. Generally speaking, node-link diagrams may of-

ten be best for showing the topology of the network in

a clear and simple manner, so long as the network is

not too dense. Matrix-based layouts are potentially best

for dense networks, since they eliminate all inter-edge

occlusion. Arc diagrams may be best for integration

with other visual information, since they can be laid out

along a single axis of a larger diagram. Circular layouts

may be best for making labels on the nodes larger than

is possible with arc diagrams.

A Java applet demonstrating these lay-

outs, with open source code, is available at

http://www.michaelmcguffin.com/research/simpleNetVis/.
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6 Elementary Node Metrics

Visualizations are often enriched by computing auto-

matic analyses of the data. For example, nodes in a lay-

out might be colored and/or ordered according to met-

rics of how important or central each node is. One such

metric is simply the degree deg(n) of the node n, i.e.,

the number of neighbors n has. Nodes with a high de-

gree can be expected to be more important. In this sec-

tion, we explain two other metrics that can be computed

rather easily for each node.

The first is the clustering coefficient of the node,

which is a measure of how interconnected the neighbors

of a node are. If a node n has k = deg(n) neighbors, then

there are up to k(k− 1)/2 edges between those neigh-

bors. The clustering coefficient of n is the fraction of

such edges actually present. A clustering coefficient of

zero means none are present (i.e., none of n’s neigh-

bors are neighbors of each other), and a coefficient of

1.0 means that n and its neighbors form a complete sub-

graph. If m is the number of edges present between the

neighbors, the clustering coefficient is m/(k(k−1)/2),

and can be computed with the following algorithm:

function clusteringCoefficient( i )

node = nodes[i]

deg = node.neighbors.length

if deg == 0

return 0 // this is arbitrary

if deg == 1

return 1 // this is arbitrary

count = 0 // num. edges present between neighbors

for j = 0 to deg-2

i2 = node.neighbors[j]

node2 = nodes[i2]

for k = j+1 to deg-1

i3 = node.neighbors[k]

node3 = nodes[i3]

if edgeExistsBetween(node2,node3)

count = count + 1

return count / (deg * (deg-1) / 2)

The last metric we discuss is related to the k-core de-

composition of a graph [30, 31]. To obtain the k-core of

a graph, we remove all nodes with degree lower than k,

updating the degrees of remaining nodes as we remove

lower-degree nodes. Figure 11 shows an example. Be-

cause all nodes in that figure initially have a degree of 1

or greater, the 1-core is the entire graph. Imagine then

removing all nodes of degree 1 (such as nodes “41” and

“42”), as well as all nodes whose degree has been re-

duced to 1 by the removal of other nodes (specifically,

node “40”). When nodes can no longer be removed,

we are left with the 2-core. We then remove nodes of

degree 2 to obtain the 3-core, etc. Notice that node

“18” initially has degree 6, but it is not part of a 6-core

or even the 3-core, because its neighbors “19” through

“22” are removed for having a degree of only 2, causing

the degree of “18” to drop to 2 and requiring it to also

be removed and excluded from the 3-core.

Fig. 11 k-core decomposition of a graph. Shaded regions

show the 1-core, 2-core, 3-core, and 4-core.

We then define the coreness of a node as the highest

integer k for which it is a member of the k-core. For

example, the coreness of node “18” is 2, whereas the

nodes “00” through “04” as well as “12” through “17”

have a coreness of 4.

The three metrics mentioned, degree, clustering coef-

ficient, and coreness, are just three of the many metrics

that have been proposed in the literature. (Another often

used metric is betweenness, which is more complicated

to compute. An efficient algorithm for it is given by

Brandes[32].) Any of these metrics can be used to clas-

sify nodes within a graph, and can be indicated using

colors, or using a numerical label beside each node, or

can be used to sort the nodes within an arc diagram or

other ordered layout. We can also position nodes on a

2D plane by mapping one metric to the x-axis and an-

other metric to the y-axis. Such an approach is some-

times called an attribute-driven layout, an excellent ex-

ample of which is found in GraphDice [33], a system

where the user may choose to map any metric or at-

tribute to either the x or y axes.

Much more information about network analysis, es-
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pecially analysis of social networks, can be found in

Wasserman and Faust [34].

7 Further Reading

Readers interested in learning more are encouraged to

consult von Landesberger et al. [2], which is the most re-

cent and comprehensive survey of research on network

visualization. Nevertheless, in this section we provide

a brief, and necessarily incomplete, sampling of some

interesting topics for research, at times citing examples

of recent work.

7.1 Alternative Layouts and Visual Representations

We have already seen that the barycenter heuristic can

be used to reorder arc diagrams, matrices, and circular

layouts. The barycenter heuristic is only one of many

reordering algorithms (Liiv [19] and section 4.2 of Henry
[20]). A comprehensive analysis and comparison of dif-

ferent reordering algorithms, in terms of performance,

convergence, quality, etc., is still lacking in the litera-

ture.

Another useful network layout not discussed in the

previous sections is based on concentric circles, e.g.,

where the user selects some focal node(s) for the cen-

ter, and other nodes are assigned to progressively larger

circles based on a breadth-first traversal. Yee et al. [35]

present an example of this with cleverly designed ani-

mated transitions when the focal node changes.

Attribute-driven layouts position nodes based on

computed metrics and/or associated attributes of the

nodes. Two recent examples include [33, 36], which

plot nodes within scatterplots and parallel coordinates.

A closely-related way of visually representing a net-

work is presented by Kairam et al. [37], who generate

heatmaps as a function of network topology.

Many metrics can be computed on nodes to quantify

the “importance” of different nodes. Examples of met-

rics are discussed in [2, 33, 34, 36–38]. A comprehensive

survey and comparison of graph metrics is still lacking

in the literature.

Hive plots [38] are an interesting variant of the linear

arc diagrams already discussed, and might inspire fur-

ther variants in layout.

Researchers have also proposed hybrid approaches.

For example, some hybrid approaches are used to ap-

ply the most appropriate representation to different sub-

sets of the data. TopoLayout [39] detects subgraphs with

specific characteristics and applies an appropriate node-

link layout algorithm to each subgraph. Other hybrid

approaches mix matrix and node-link representations
[40, 41] or display variants of the standard adjacency ma-

trix [42, 43].

7.2 Simplified Visual Representations

Edge bundling has received much recent attention

in the literature; a few examples are [28, 44–47]. Edge

bundling involves routing curved edges so that they

overlap and share some of their length, to reduce vi-

sual clutter. The results can be aesthetically pleasing,

but often introduce ambiguity, since each edge entering

a bundle may exit in many different ways.

There are also related methods for visual simplifi-

cation that do not introduce any ambiguity. These in-

clude edge concentration [48], edge compression [49], the

“tracks” in confluent drawings [50], and power graphs
[51]. A key idea for many of these techniques is identi-

fying bicliques in the graph and replacing each biclique

with a visually simpler representation.

7.3 Interaction Techniques

Several rapid interaction techniques have been pro-

posed for navigating through networks [52] or perform-

ing other operations via popup widgets [42, 53–55], some

of which involve interaction using both hands simulta-

neously.

Interaction techniques involving curved edges have

also been explored, such as EdgeLens [56], and Edge

Plucking [57]. A survey of these and related techniques

is given in [58].

Multitouch interaction has become a popular topic

in human-computer interaction, and a few multitouch

techniques for interacting with networks have been pro-

posed [59, 60].

To date, there is no consistent and unifying user in-

terface that combines the best of all these interaction

techniques.

7.4 Dealing with Large Networks

The force-directed layout paradigm presented earlier

in this article does not scale well to large graphs. To

scale better with larger graphs, a common approach is to

compute a hierarchical clustering of the graph and per-

form a multilevel layout. Archambault et al.[39] briefly

survey such techniques, and propose their own hybrid

layout algorithm.

Topological fisheye views [61] exploit hierarchical

clustering to render a view of the network that de-

pends interactively on the user’s current focus: parts of

the network further from the focus are rendered more
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coarsely.

GPU programming has been used to significantly ac-

celerate layout computations, as described by Frishman

and Tal [62], allowing larger networks to be visualized.

It has also been proposed that, in some situations, the

user may not be interested in seeing an overview of an

entire large network. Instead, the user can be shown a

single initial node, from which the user can expand out-

ward, toward neighbors of interest, expanding the con-

text as desired [63].

7.5 Graphs with Auxiliary Information

Graphs may be associated with additional informa-

tion that can be visualized beside, or on top of, the

graph. For example, one recent approach for visual-

izing subsets of nodes is given in [64], which also sur-

veys other approaches for visualizing subsets. This is

related to the challenge of visualizing a hypergraph, i.e.,

a graph with hyperedges that can be incident on more

than 2 nodes each.

7.6 Graphs from Multidimensional Data

Imagine a relational data table listing sales of prod-

ucts, with one column for the client identifier, one col-

umn for the product identifier, and other columns for

price, date, etc. Each row of the table corresponds to a

sale. From such a table, we might want to generate a

bipartite network of links between clients and products

sold to them, or we might instead want to generate a net-

work of clients with edges between two clients if they

bought the same product. Orion [65] and Ploceus [66] are

prototype software systems that allow such graphs to be

easily generated from a relational database and subse-

quently transformed.

Work in this vein can be thought of as a comple-

ment to attribute-driven layouts: GraphDice [33] and

other attribute-driven layouts [36] display a network us-

ing multidimensional visualization techniques (namely,

scatterplots and parallel coordinates), whereas Orion

and Ploceus visualize multidimensional data as net-

works.

7.7 Dynamic Graphs

Other recent work [22, 67–70] visualizes networks that

change over time, using small multiples, animation, or

by showing the differences between two instances of the

graph (e.g., at times t and t +1). Some visualizations of

dynamic graphs extend the adjacency matrix to show

the temporal dimension [27, 71]. Others identify clusters

within the graph and show overall changes of the clus-

ters over time (e.g., merging and splitting) [72, 73], rather

than emphasizing detailed topological information —

an appropriate approach for large dynamic graphs.

7.8 Evaluation

Lee et al. [74] identify several tasks related to visual-

ization and analysis of graphs. Such a reference list of

tasks can help make the design and evaluation of user

interfaces more systematic.

Many perceptual questions surrounding graph visu-

alization have been investigated, and many still remain

to be explored. One recent example is by Holten et al.
[75], who compared different ways of depicting directed

edges.

Another recent user study [76] compared layouts of

node-link diagrams generated algorithmically versus

those arranged manually by users.

8 Conclusion

We have presented some elementary layout and analysis

algorithms, and given a brief sampling of research top-

ics within network visualization. Hopefully, this will

whet the appetite of readers, encouraging them to track

down some interesting references and try their hand at

programming some of the algorithms given. The graph

visualization literature is already quite large and still

growing, but many challenges remain, and real-world

applications are found wherever graphs can be used to

model relationships or data.
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